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10 reasons to choose McLean Capital 

1.   McLean Capital has the safest investment philosophy. We are strictly invested in 
businesses of the highest quality, that are carefully selected by a rigorous actuarial 
process, and we are patient. The level of risk is therefore at a minimum. The 
definition of risk for McLean Capital: the level of probability of losing money 
permanently. An obligation that yields less than inflation is therefore very risky in our 
opinion because the likelihood of diminishing our long-term capital potential is very 
high. 
 

2.   McLean Capital probably uses the best investment philosophy to achieve returns 
while keeping risk to a minimum. This strategy is proven, logical and safe. Our 
historical returns demonstrate this. 
 

3.   McLean Capital offers a personalized, flexible and superior service. You will have the 
advice of three actuaries, a portfolio manager and a CFA charter holder at your 
disposal for all your questions related to taxes, types of accounts and financial 
planning. 
 

4.   McLean Capital has much lower fees than the industry. The fees charged by your 
advisor, your bank and the mutual funds in your portfolio are very negative on the 
performance of your portfolio, especially in the long term. 
 

5.   Integrity. Contrary to most financial advisors and brokers, McLean Capital does not 
have conflicts of interest. Financial advisors and brokers usually work for the big 
banks. Big banks make a lot of money by placing the shares of their risky corporate 
clients (mining companies, oil companies, etc.) in the mutual funds inside your 
RRSPs. Banks make a lot of money by investing your money in mutual funds that 
earn them the largest commissions or their own funds internally. Banks also make a 
lot of money by acting as an agent for governments to finance their deficits with 
unprofitable bonds. Who are buying these bonds? You, because the bank makes you 
believe that these bonds are safe and therefore necessary for your portfolio. 
 

6. Possibly for the first time you will feel in control of your investments. At McLean 

Capital, we are 100% transparent with the fees you pay and the returns you obtain. 

You will receive clear reports that detail your returns and fees. With us, there are no 

hidden fees, which is unfortunately not the norm in the industry. 

https://www.mcleancapital.ca/?lang=en


 

7. More responsible investing. McLean Capital's process includes a checklist for each of 

our investments that includes its environmental footprint, social commitments, 

negative political influence, the impact of its products on society, the philanthropic 

history of its leaders, and other. 

 

8. Secure structure. Your money is in your name with the bank. You only grant McLean 

Capital the right to trade investments in your account by signing a form with the bank. 

Your account is protected by the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. 

 

9. Fiscally advantageous. McLean Capital uses a long-term investment strategy and 

therefore we try to keep our holdings as long as possible. This has the effect of 

reducing taxes on capital gains because these are only paid when selling a position. 

 

10. The fee structure that McLean Capital offers allows us to be 100% aligned with our 

customers. Our fee structure is reasonable and logical. We understand the impact that 

fees have on the average investment portfolio and we are motivated by the success 

of our customers. 

 


